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For every finitely generated Abelian group G, we construct a local, Noetherian, 
Krull-domain R, for which the restricted Grothendieck group 6,(R) is isomorphic 
to G. Furthermore. G,(R) is naturally isomorphic to the divisor class group C(R) of 
R. 

1 

We use in the sequel notation, definitions and basic properties of the ideal 
theoreticalx structure and module theoretical structure of the rings studied 
and constructed as introduced and discussed in [2, 31. For the general 
properties of the (restricted) Grothendieck group of a ring R, (Go(R)) G,(R) 
and in particular for its behaviour under localizations at a multiplicative 
subset S of R we refer to [ 11. 

Following the results in [3], we are tempted to add to Kaplansky’s 
original problem the condition of the ring being a Krull domain. 

As stated above, we will construct for any finitely generated Abelian 
group G, a local, Noetherian, Krull-domain R with c,(R) z G, and 
furthermore c,(R) z C(R). This phenomena also occurred in the other 
examples that were constructed in [3]. It suggests the problem of charac- 
terizing the Noetherian, Krull-domains for which c,(R) z C(R). 

As we suggested in [3], it might have to do with the possibility of 
localizing R at a set S of prime elements of R, so that R, is a Dedekind 
domain. 

Without this extra condition, the case of finitely generated abelian groups 
results from [2]: 

In [3] we have proved that local Krull-domains R exist for which C?,(R) is 
any finite abelian group, any finitely generated abelian torsion-free group, 
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and for which G,(R) contains any finitely generated abelian group as a 
direct summand. 

We may choose A = k[x, ,..., x, ; I, y ,..., I,, y”]-where k is some field, 
x, ,..., x,, y independent variables over k, and I, ,..., 1, are suitably chosen 
divisorial ideals of k[x, ,..., x,]-so that G”,(A) is any finite group (see [3, 
Proposition lo]). The same holds when we localize A at the origin, that is, at 
the prime ideal generated by (x, ,..., x,, I, y ,..., I,, y”). 

We may choose B = k[u, ,..., u,; u, ... u,v, u,v]-where u, ,..., u,, v are 
independent variables over k-so that G,(B) is a torsion-free abelian group 
on (m - 1)-generators (see [3, Propositions 22 and 231). The same holds 
when we localize B at the origin, that is, at the prime ideal generated by 
(u , ,***, u,, u, .*. u,-,u, z&v). 

We choose x, ,..., x,, y, u, ,..., u,, v to be independent variables over k. 
Using these results we can construct a local ring R with G,(R) to be any 

finitely generated abelian group. The ring we construct will have zero 
divisors. In fact, we easily observe that: 

PROPOSITION 1. Let f ,,..., f, E k[x, ,..., x,, y], A(O) = 0 for i = l,..., s, 
and let g ,,..., g, E k[u, ,..., u,, v], g,(O) = 0 for j= l,..., n. Let F be a 
multiplicative subset of k[ f, ,..., f,] so that f E F only iff(0) # 0 and let G be 
a multiplicative subset of k[ g, ,..., g,] so that g E G only if g(0) # 0. Let 
~d(k[f~~...J%) =:H and W(kk 1 ,..., g,]),) = K. Let R = (k[f, ,..., f,, 
g13***7 snI/O(F,G~ 7 then I?‘,(R) z H 0 K, where I is the ideal generated in 
k[f, ,..., f,, g, ,..., g, 1 bY tigj)i=l,..., s,j=l,..., n* 

Proof Notice that for any element a E k[f, ,..., f,, g, ,..., g,]/Z if 
a(0) #O and if a = a,, + al(f, ,..., f,) + a,(g, ,..., g,) so that a, E k, 
a,(O) = a,(O) = 0, then 

a = (a, + a,(f,,...,fS))(l + a;'a,(g,,..., g,)). 

If we consider any finitely generated R-module M, we have 0-t Mi + 
M i-,-+giNi-+O for i= l,..., n, where A4 = M,, ; therefore, in C?,(R) we have 
(*): [M] = [N,] + . . . + [N,,] + [M,]. Obviously, (g ,,..., g&V,, =O, and 
(f, ,..., f,)N! = 0 for i = l,..., n. 

This yields a homomorphism of G’,(R) onto H @ K: that it is onto K is 
obvious since for any k[f , ,...,f,lF linitely generated module M*, when 
naturally considered as an R-module, is the natural embedding of 
k[f, ,..., fslF in R, results in [M*] = [M,,] in the above construction. That the 
map is onto H is a consequence of the observation that for any finitely 
generated k[ g i ,..., g,]c-module N*, when naturally considered as an R- 
module, via the natural embedding of k[ g, ,..., gnlc in R, results in [N*] = 
[NT] + .‘a + [iv,*] in R, but the same equation holds in k[ g, ,..., g,,]o. 

Furthermore, the above reasoning and (*) proves that H @ K maps onto 
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G,(R) such that the composites H + G,,(R) + H and R + G,(R) + R are the 
identity maps on H and K, respectively. Also, the composites 
K + G,(R) --* H and H + e’,(R) + K are the zero maps. 

Consequently, C,(R) E H @ K as stated. 
An immediate result is: 

COROLLARY 2. Every finitely generated abelian group is 6,(R) of some 
local ring R. 

Proo$ For any finitely generated abelian group G, let G % H @ K, where 
H is a finite group and K a torsion-free group. In Proposition 1 let 
~*=W,~...,f,lF=~~, ,,..., x ,.,, y ,..., I,ynj so that ~&*)=H9 and B*= 
k[g l7-s9 gnlG =B(u,,...,u,,u-.u,_,o.u,v, so that G@*)=KK. Then, by 
Proposition 1, G,(R) z G. We claim that R is, in fact, a local ring. This 
results from the note in the beginning of the proof of Proposition 1, from 
which it follows that R is a localization at the origin of k[x, ,..., x,, I, y”; 
U,,“., Urn, u, *.* u,-* , v u,v]/Z. 

To get a local Noetherian Krull-domain R so that c,(R) is any prescribed 
finitely generated abelian group we use the constructed examples of [3]. We 
will construct a local Krull-domain such that 6,(R) % C(R), that is, a 
localization of a finitely generated k-algebra, where k is some field. 

We start by pointing out that for a Noetherian Krull-domain R with a 
height one prime p of finite order in the class group C(R), say p(‘) = (x) 
(p = Rad x), we have (see [ 11) 

(i) G,(R/p) = G,(R/(x)), and exact sequences, 

6) WRI(4) + G,(R) + WR 1 l/xl) + 0, 
(iii) ~,(R/(x)) --) e,(R) -+ e,-,(R [ l/x]) + 0. 

We note that G”,(R/( x )) is not, in general, a direct summand of G,(R/(x)): 
since s[R/p] = [R/x], then 

(iv) 0 + c,,(R/p) + cO(R/(x)) -+ Z/sZ + 0. 

We will use these properties of the (restricted) Grothendieck group. 
By the homomorphisms G,,(R) + C(R) for a Noetherian Krull-domain R, 

we will always refer to the natural homomorphism that arises from mapping 
each finitely generated torsion module M to its divisor class: @ [M,] - the 
sum taken over all height one prime ideals q of R (only finitely many differ 
from zero). 

Let Kll., denote the ring k[x, ,..., x,, I, y ,..., Zt y’, u, ,***, u, 7 
u, *** u,... , v, v,,,v], where k is any field, x, ,..., x,,,, y, u, ,..., u,, v are 
independent variables over k, and I, ,..., ZI are principal ideal in k[x, ,..., xm] 
generated by properly chosen monomials in xi ,..,, x, (see [2, 31). One easily 
verities that C(R,,,) is the direct sum of (m - l)-copies of 
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Z - [(u,, u,J] ,..., [(u,-, , u,)J being a basis for this free direct 
summand-and m finite groups H, ,..., H,, each Hi being a cyclic group, and 
[pi] generates Hi. for i= l,.... m, where pi = Rad(x,) (that is, C(R,.,) has 
rank n - 1). With that proper choice of I, ,..., Z,, we always have R,,, to be 
a Krull-domain. 

Notice that R,,,/(u,, u,) is isomorphic to a ring of polynomials of the 
form R,,, [u, ,... , u~-~, u, .-. u,-, 0, U,U] (with the obvious meaning for 
n = 2). Furthermore, R,,,/p, is isomorphic to R,- ,,.-with (xj y) replacing 
the role of y in R,+,. These are all straightforward from the general structure 
of these types of rings as studied in [2,3]. 

Observe that R,,, denotes a type of ring: k is an arbitrary field and 
Z , ,..., Z, are principal ideals, bound to the sole condition of being generated 
by properly chosen monomials. 

With the above notation, we have that C(R,,,) is independent of k. that 
C(R,*,) = c,(R,.,) is independent of k, that C(R,,,) z e,(R,*,), and that 

C(Ro.,) 2 G,(%,J 
Let R = k[x ,,..., x,, y, U, ,..., u,, tl]; then there are finitely many 

valuations W, ,..., W, in k(x, ,..., x,, y, u, ,..., u,, u), so that R,.,, = 
Rf’W,n‘~e- n W,. 

Denote by f(0) the value off E R,., when all variables take the value 
zero, then 

LEMMA 3. For f E R,,,, $ f(0) # 0. then f is the product of prime 
elements in R,.,. 

ProoJ The proof is similar to corresponding results in 131, noting that f 
has zero valuation for W ,,..., W,. 

We can thus disregard the localization, namely: 

PROPOSITION 4. If W,,,) = ~d~,,,)~ then WL.,)p~ 1 WVL,,),J 
where p = (xr ,..., xnr I, y ,..., I, y’, u1 ,..., urn, U, ... u,,_, u, u,c). 

Proof. Localizing at p equals, by Lemma 3, localizing at prime elements. 
There results a commutative diagram: 

G”,(R,,,) -a WL,J 

I 
a 

I 
D 

G,@,,,),) -f-+ C@m,n),). 

In this diagram, (D is given to be an isomorphism; /I is an isomorphism as 
the localization is in a set of prime elements. Since a and w are 
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epimorphisms, it follows that they are, in fact, isomorphisms. In particular, w 
is an isomorphism as stated. 

To study the homorphism 9, we prove that [(u, , Q],..., [(a,-, , a,,)] is a 
basis for the free direct-summand of G,(R,,,), and then we use induction to 
show that [Pi],..., [P,] are generators for the direct-sum of the torsion 
elements of G#,,,). Recall that this is the case for an arbitrary n whenever 
m = 0, and for an arbitrary m, when n = 0. 

For i# IZ, R,,, [ l/Ui] is a localization of a ring of polynomial over 
R m,n--L, namely, R,,,-, [ui; l/ui] (if we properly omit ui in R,+, to get 
R ,,,,“- i). Furthermore, R,,, [l/u,] is a localization of a ring of polynomials 
over R, 0, namely, R,,, [u, ,..., u,, V; l/u,,,]. We have thus the following 
exact sequences: 

Go(Rm,nI(ui)) -+ G~(Rrn,n) -+ co(Rm,n-1 [ui, l/UiI) + 0 
for i#n (1) 

~oR,,,IW) --f ~o(R,n,,) -+ ~o(R,,o [u, >.--T u,,, 0; l/u,1 -+ 0. (4 

For i# n we have (ui) = (ui, u,,)n (ui, U, .a. u,-, u), where (a,., u,J and 
(“f, U* *” 24-1 v) are height one prime ideals. Also, (u,, U, v) is a prime ideal 
and (a,) = (u, , u,) n . . . n (u,- I9 un> f-7 (~~24 u,>. 

PROPOSITION 5. The rank of G,,(R,,,) is n - 1 for n > 1. 

ProoJ: Since ~,(R,,,) z C(R,,,)--in particular, it is a finite group- it 
follows that the rank of the image of G,(R,,,/(u,)) in e,,(R,J equals the 
rank of c,(Rmm,J, and in particular, the rank of ~,(R,,,/(u,)) is not less 
than that of G,(R,,,). 

A finitely generated R,,, -module M lies in that studied image whenever 
a,, M = 0. For such a module, consider the exact sequences: 

04+Ni~,~Ni-+0 for i = l,..., (n - l), 

where N,, = M. We have u,M, = 0, M, c M, and Ni = u,N,- 1. Hence 
(ui,u,JMi=O for i#n, and N,-,=u~ . ..u.-,M. Whence u,N,-, =O, and 
(u,v)N,-, = #,,(a1 ... u,-, v)M = 0, that is, (un, u,u)N,_, = 0. Set 
N n-1 =M,, then [M] = [M,] + ... + [M,,], and each Mi is an Rm,J(ui, u,)- 
; Rm,nJ u,,, u,~ u)-module. All these rings are rings of polynomials over 

PI.0 Smce Go(Rm,o) is a torsion-group, Go(Rm,o) is a direct sum of one 
copy of Z and a torsion-group. The Z-component is mapped onto (I(~, a,,) for 
all i # n and (a,, , a,~). Sin_ce (a,) = (ui, an) A a-. n (u,- , , u,J n (u,,, u,u), 
it follows_that the rank of G,(R,,,) is at most (n - 1). 

Since G,(R,,,) maps onto a group of rank (n - 1). namely, C(R,,,), it 

481/78/2-2 
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follows that the rank of c,(R,,,) is precisely (n - 1) and that 
[(Ui, %Jl~-v [k-,2 %>I ma serve as a basis. This completes the proof of Y 
the proposition. 

Before we proceed to study the torsion part of G,(R,,,) we observe the 
following: 

R,,nwxi+ I *** x,] is isomorphic to a localization of a ring of poly- 
nomials over Ri,n, namely, Ri,“[xi+ ,,..., x,,,; l/x,+r ..a xm] and 
C(Rm,n [l/Xi+, *** x,,,)] z @j_, Hj, each Hj being a cyclic group with 
generator [pi]. Note that “omitting” xitl,..., x, from R,,, results in 
replacing y with ,DJJ, where ~1 is a suitable monomial in xi+ i ,..., x,, and the 
resulting divisorial ideals remain generated by properly chosen monomials. 

Furthermore, we have isomorphisms: 

G0tRm.n [1/x,+1 .** XmI/(X,)) 

z Go(Ri,” [Xi+ 1 )*.*q X,; l/Xi+ 1 *** x,I/Pi) 

and notice that for j # i, (Pi, Xi)/(Xi) E (Pj)/(XiPj), whence [(Pi, Xi)] = 0. 
In particular, for m = 1 we have G,(R,,,/(x,)) E GO(R&. 

PROPOSITION 6. The torsion part of G,(R,,,) is generated by 

[PI L-9 [Pml. 

ProoJ For m = 1, consider the exact sequence 

~,(R,,,l(x,))~~:,(R,,,)~~,(R,.,[l/x,l~0. 

Since (4, u,, x,)/(x,> = ( u,, u,)/xl(ul, u,), [u,, u,, x,] = 0, and thus a basis 
for the free part of G,,(R,,,/(x,)) maps onto zero under e,(R,,,/(x,)) + 
G,(R,,,). Therefore, the torsion part of G,(R,,.) is covered by the torsion 
part of ~‘,(R,,,/(x,)), since (?,(R,,, [l/x,]) is a free group. But 
[pi/(x,)] = [pi] generates this torsion part. 

The epimorphism c’,(R 1 +,) -+ C(R 1 ,,) and the fact that p, generates the 
torsion part of C(R,,,) implies that [pi] generates the torsion part of 
(%(R,,n). 

We now proceed by induction as follows: 
For i - 1, suppose in G,(R,- I ,,) the torsion part is 0;; ] Hi and Hj is 

generated by [pj]. Consider the exact sequence: 

G,(Rm,n [l/Xi+ 1 *** Xm I/(Xi)> --t G0CRm.n [l/Xi+1 ..* xmI) 
-+ e,(R,,, [l/xi a.. x,] + 0; (3) 
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then, we naturally have 

GOo(Rm.n [‘lx, **’ xml) FZ GO(Ri-I,n) 
and [p,],..., [pi-,] generates the torsion part of it. 

and 

‘OtRm,n [ llxi+ I “’ xml) o G’,(Ri,,), 

O + GO(Rm,n I1lxi+ I *** xmll(Pi)) 

-+ GO(Rm,n I1lxi+ I “’ xmll(xi)) + Hi + O. 
In particular, the torsion part of c,,(R,,, [l/xi+i ... xm]/(xi)) is generated 

by [pi/(xi)] and [(pi, p,)/(x,)]. The image of these in e,,(R,,, [l/x,+, . . . x,]) 
are [PiI and [P~,P~L respectively. But [pi, pi] = 0 since R,,, [l/x,+, ... x,,,] 
is a flat extension of Ri,, and this ring is a flat extension of Ri,,. By [3], in 
Go@,,,), [(Pj, PJ] = 0; thus G,(Ri,,) + e,(R,,,,, [l/Xi+ 1 *** x,]) implies 
[p,, pi] = 0 in G,(R,,, [ l/x,+, ... x,,,]) (we use p1 to denote both 
corresponding ideals, in both rings, both being Ra_d xi in the suitable ring). 

Consequently, for G,,(R,,, [I/xi+, ... X,]), if H denotes its torsion part, 
we must have by the exact sequence (2) and Proposition 5, the following 
exact sequence. 

HiAL @ Hj-*O 
j<i 

with [pi] generating Hi. 
The epimorphism G,(Rnt,n [l/Xi+, ‘0. xmI + C(Rm,n [‘/X/+l *.* xmI) 

implies that fi is, in fact, Ojci Z-Zi. 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Summarizing our results as for R,,, we have: 

THEOREM 7. G”,(R,,,) is a direct-sum of cyclic groups generated by 
[h, UJ],..., [tune,, u,)], [PI],..., [pm]. Each [(q, UJl gives rise to an 
infinite cyclic group. Each [pi] gives rise to a finite group. Furthermore, R,,, 
is a Krull-domain and c,(R,,,,) z C(R). 

By [2, 31, we can properly choose m, n, I, ,..., Zt so as to obtain any 
finitely generated group G as C(R,,,). Using Proposition 4, and Theorem 7, 
we may conclude: 

THEOREM 8. Every jkitely generated abelian group is G,(R) of some 
local Noetherian Krull-domain. Furthermore, c,,(R) z C(R). 

It might be interesting to verify whether the local Noetherian, Krull- 
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domains R as constructed can be localized at a set S of prime elements, so 
that R, is a Dedekind domain. 

We close with some remarks about the class of Noetherian, Krull-domains 
R for which G,(R) z C(R). 

We observe that if C(R) sz 6,(R) for some Noetherian, Krull-domain, then 
obviously C(R [x] z c,(R [xl), and for any multiplicative subset S of R, 
C(R,) z G,(R,). The last result is a consequence of the commutative 
diagram: 

@ G,(R/(s)) L G,(R) 2 G”,,(R,) + 0 

ml 4I 
O-GA C(R) A C(R,) -0 

and, the fact, that G is generated by height one primes p of R for which 
p n S # 0. Thus p/(s) is an-R/(s)-mcdule that maps into [p/(s)] in C?,(R). It 
results that the kernel of G,(R) -+ G,(R,) maps onto G, that is, Im(#j) + 
Im(i) + 0. Since 4 is given to be an isomorphism, we must have 0 -+ Im(#j) -+ 
Im(i). Consequently, Im(dj) z Im(i), whence w is an isomorphism. 

Thus, the class of Noetherian, Krull-domain R that satisfy G,(R) z C(R) 
is closed under extensions to rings of polynomials and under localizations. 
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